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The danger of hidden excess returns to equity: and what should be done about it.

The history of Public Finance Initiatives (PFIs) and privatised utilities clearly demonstrate the
dangers surrounding deals which give long term guaranteed returns to equity investors.

Unless extreme caution is taken in setting up and monitoring such arrangements, the
guaranteed returns on equity often contain significant excess costs for the public sector and the
potential for significant windfall profits for the equity investors. This danger may not be apparent
from the projected rate of return on the equity invested. If the stream of payments to the equity
holders is heavily weighted towards the end of a long project lifetime, then equity holders may
earn their projected rate of return on an underlying notional debt, which might be larger than the
amount of equity capital they actually invested. Because of small equity payments during the
early years of a project, the debt notionally owed to the equity holders rolls up allows this
anomalous feature to occur, as if one were in hoc to an unscrupulous money lender,

Merely quoting the projected interest rate earned by the equity holders gives no indication of the
extent of this rolling up effect. There is therefore no guarantee that the financing of the project is
actually value for money.

The equity holders do not need to wait until the end of the project life to pocket any such
excess. They can do this by a variety of methods:

● Equity holders sell their equity stake on the secondary market, typically soon after the
construction phase of the project.

● The project company take on additional debt, which can then be extracted from the
company by dividends to the shareholders.

Both approaches have been standard in past PPP schemes and in privatised utilities. There are
very strong incentives on equity holders to adopt one of these approaches or additional
approaches, since by doing so they can realise a rate of return on their original investment
which is potentially much higher than the original projected rate of return on equity.

It is extremely difficult to prevent this kind of excess profit creeping through in PPP deals, and is
one of the reasons that a primary recommendation of the Jubilee Scotland’s report is to
eliminate future PPP deals in Scotland. However, if constraints in the current fiscal settlement
prevent the elimination of future PPP deals, significant care must be taken in implementing any
new PPP deal, such as an MIM. Taking adequate care in the case of MIM implementation is
particularly important, because any MIM project is likely to be of such a significant size that
competition will be limited, thereby making value for money less likely.


